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I. Building sustainable institutional arrangements
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Actors

Formal mandate

Laws, by-laws, MoUs

Procedural

2

2

 No “one size fits all“

 Building on and 

enhance

 Buy-in and ownership

 Political leadership

 Capacity-building

 Resources incentive

 Incremental approach

 Learning by doing



II. Purpose of institutional arrangements

Support effective participation in the MRV arrangements 
under the Convention

Inform national and international policymakers, at 
different levels

Further build national capacities and ensure 
sustainability of national MRV processes

Assist in institutionalizing activities relating to reporting 
on climate change.



III. Basis for reporting on national circumstances and 
institutional arrangements
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Decision 2/CP.17, annex III, paragraph 2

…
2. The scope of biennial update reports is to provide an 
update to the most recently submitted national 
communication in the following areas:

(a) Information on national circumstances and 
institutional arrangements relevant to the 
preparation of the national communications on a 
continuous basis.

… 
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• BUR guidelines do not provide any specific on what should be reported

• But the guidelines for the preparation of national communications do:

a) National and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances

b) Features of their geography

c) Climate and economy which may affect their ability to deal with mitigating and 

adapting to climate change

d) Specific needs and concerns arising from the adverse effects of climate change 

and/or the impact of the implementation of response measures, as contained in 

Article 4, paragraph 8, and, as appropriate, in Article 4, paragraphs 9 and 10, of 

the Convention

• The description of national circumstances ideally provides the basis for subsequent 

sections and should be consistent with the information reported there.

IV. Approaches for reporting national circumstances



IV. Approaches for reporting national circumstances
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Geographical characteristics

• Climate

• Forests

• Land use

• Other environmental characteristics

Population

• Growth rate

• Distribution

• Density

• Other vital statistics

Economy

• Economic profile (GDP)

• Energy

• Transport

• Mining

• Industry

• Tourism

• Agriculture

• Fisheries

• Waste

• Health and service sectors

Education

Other relevant 
information

National development 
plans and policies
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Illustration of what some countries report in their BURs

Singapore

Land Area

Climate

Population

Economy

Water

Singapore’s 

national 

circumstances 

and constraints

…..

South Africa

Geographic profile

Climate (detailed)

Population

Economy

Energy

National and regional 

development 

priorities related to 

climate change

Republic of Macedonia

Geography

Biodiversity

Climate

Population

Health

Politics

Economy

Energy

Transport

Industry

Agriculture

Forestry

Viet Nam

Natural conditions

- Geography

- Climate

- Water resources

- Environment

Social and economic 

overview

- Population

- Agriculture

- Forestry

- Industry

- Transportation

- Energy

- Economic growth

Sustainable development 

strategy

IV. Approaches for reporting national circumstances



IV. Examples of reporting national circumstances
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Example 1 – reporting information on economy



IV. Examples of reporting national circumstances
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Example 2 – reporting information on economy



IV. Examples of reporting national circumstances
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Example 3 – reporting information on climate

Observation:

Presentation style or 

format differs: some 

present in tabular 

format, others in maps 

and/charts

Information is almost 

either rainfall and 

temperature trend, 

and/or scenario



IV. Examples of reporting national circumstances
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Example 4 – reporting information on population

Observation:

Presentation style or format differs but all consistently provide info on total population 

for a certain time horizon



V. Approaches for reporting institutional arrangements
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Description of the institutional arrangements relevant to the 

preparation of national communications and biennial update reports 

could include:

• Overall description of the institutional arrangements, including 

location, coordination and engagement processes and the 

governmental and non-governmental stakeholder involvement;

• Relationship to broader climate change development process and 

other IAs related to the Convention;

• Any lessons learned or recommended practices, including 

recruiting and maintaining a permanent national coordinating body, 

etc.;

• Description of any adjustments or changes made to existing or new 

institutional arrangement process;



V. Approaches for reporting institutional arrangements
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• Cost implications of the IA process;

• Any capacity-building needs undertaken as a part of the IAs 

process;

• Constraints and gaps, and related financial, technical and capacity-

building needs, including description of the support needed and 

received.



V. Approaches for reporting institutional arrangements
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• Overall coordinating responsibility: To whom is the coordinating responsibility 

allocated? What is the legal status of that body? What are the reporting lines within 

the government?

• Contribution from other institutions and experts: What other institutions are 

involved and what are their roles? Which institutions are responsible for the key 

sectors and for the key corresponding sections of the national communications (e.g. 

actions to address adaptation, mitigation and the GHG inventory)? What is the 

involvement of non-State institutions (e.g. trade associations, non-governmental 

organizations, universities and research centres)?

• Quality assurance/quality control procedures: Checks for the adequacy of the 

methodology; transparency arrangements; Use of third-party reviews (e.g. by 

national or international experts not involved in inventory development)

• • Any provisions for public consultation or other forms of stakeholder 

engagement

Example of key questions to address in describing IAs



V. Approaches for reporting institutional arrangements
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Examples of what some countries reported

Most provided 

illustration of actors 

involved, and their 

roles and linkages

Some include Terms 

of Reference which 

clearly outlines the 

roles and 

responsibilities

Some identify challenges and needs



• Information on national circumstances provides the opportunity for detailing the 

national or, as relevant, regional development priorities, objectives and 

circumstances that serve as the basis for addressing issues relating to climate 

change;

• It is also important for understanding a country’s vulnerability, its capacity and its 

options for adapting to the adverse effects of climate change as well as its options 

for addressing its GHG emissions in a broader context of sustainable development;

• Its provides context and sets scene for information to be reported in subsequent 

chapters, hence, the information reported here should be clearly linked to relevant 

chapters;

• No “one-size-fits-all” as the information to be reported will be influenced by the 

national circumstances;

• Encourage to provide information in the form of tabular summary, charts, maps, ...

VI. Conclusion remarks
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BUR guidelines do 

not specify what 

should be reported 

on national 

circumstances and 

IAs so there is 

flexibility to 

determine what to 

report and at what 

level of detail: this 

should be influenced 

by national 

circumstances

Being able to identify 

and document key 

factors of national 

circumstances is 

going to be important 

– this will ensure that 

national climate 

change actions and 

efforts are 

contextualized 

properly.

Similarly, putting in 

place and maintaining 

a robust well function 

IAs is going to be 

important in the light 

of the Paris 

Agreement

1

2

3

VI. Conclusion remarks
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